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A NIGHT VOYAGE AND ITS THOUGHTS.

What is there in thee, Moon I that thou should'st move
My heart so potently 1

-End!Jmion, Book Ill.

Ye gentle visitations of calm thought-
Moods like the memories of happier earth,
Which come arrayed in thoughts of little worth,

Like stars in clouds by the weak winds emvrought,
But that the clouM depart and stars remain,
While they remain, llnd ye, alas, depart I

SUl\UIER TERM was over ,vith all its gaiety and bustle, the excite
ment of its examinations, and the more agreeable one of its

• boat-races and cricket matches. Show-Sundl1Y and Procession
Night were gone by; and we had had the satisfaction of seeing
our eight pass up duly, though not at the hel1d of the river. The

mueh-talked-of concert, which h:id so long tasked the vOCl1l powers
of the musical members of our College and the patience of the

rest, had come off and succeeded beyond OUr most sanguine
o
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expectations. Commemoration-day, too, which forms the grand
finale to the Oxford summer term, as "God save the Queen" does,
or used to do, in musical entertainments, had dawned and passed
away, but not so the deafness and tingling sensation in the ears,
and the hoarseness in the throat, occasioned by that unearthly
uproar to which I had myself contributed. The forms of Sir
John Lawrence, Colonel Greathed, and other celebrities-military,
literary, and miscellaneous-had moved before me as in a dream,
but just catching a glimpse of them as I did from my high nook
in the extreme corner of the Undergraduates' gallery, I am not
prepared to say whether they were noble ,0r mean· looking, or even
who was who at all; indeed my recollections of that day are
almost entirely circumscribed to the knowledge that it was one of
the hottest I have known.

It was a beautiful morning, not one of those shilly-shally, bride
like days which seem hardly to know whether it is the correct
thing to laugh or cry, and so look dull and solemn, but a bright
sunny fellow that the golden morns of Italy need not have
disdained to have called their brother, notwithstanding the gloomy
prognostics of certain of our friends, that there would be a
thunder-storm before the evening; which, however, like the
guesses of greater meteorologists, sometimes, happily turned out
to be unfounded. I had arranged to spend the first munth of
"The Long" near Tenby, a pleasant prospect, as those who have
been there will know: as for those who have not, I can only pity
them, and advise them to go soon, before the place is spoiled as
Brighton and Weymouth have been. To myself it was endeared
by many pleasant recollections of earlier days, and absence had
brought back the old childish longing for the sea, so that it was
without feelings of very deep regret that I took my place in the
train and bade adieu, for a while, to Alma Mater, of whose •
embraces, indeed, I felt for the present heartily tired. What a
scene of confusion the Oxford station presents on the day after
Commemoration! Passengers jostling each other for tickets in
such a manner as would lead an indifferent spectator to doubt the
reality of the ltumanities usually supposed to be communicated
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by onr Universities; carpet-bags and portmanteaus flying about
like the spears and legendary brick··bats of an Homeric battle; on
the one side a sturdy porter running the sharp corner of the box
he is carrying into your shoulder, and another official on the other
charging home with a heavily-laden truck; the whole elatter and
confusion being such as though Scott had undertaken to build a
new tower of Babel in the most approved style of modern Gothic.
By help of the panacea Philip of Macedon found so efficacious, I
at last, with infinite difficulty, got my luggage safely labelled and
myself eomfortably stowed away in a second-class carriage; but the
friend whom I had somewhat selfishly persuaded to stay over the
night, for the sake of giving me the pleasure of his company down,
unfortunately got separated from me in the confusion, and I
sought vainly for any token of his presence, both at Didcot and
Swindon. But Fortune was kinder to me than I deserved, for
she sent me another, who was going, too, all the way to Bristol;
so that I am afraid, after Swindon, I hardly gave his loss a thought.
Our conversation on the way down was by jerks, and in the usual
style of railway small-talk-about the weather, and the hay-crops,
and the sort of harvest wo were likely to have, with, now and
then, a word edged in by an old gentleman about Oxford and
Cambridge, and the Boat-races, and the Commemoration; and
by a young one about the Handel festival. Some one, too, I
believe, made the orthodox observation, "What a wonderful
invention these railways are, sir," to which nobody responded;
and at last, tired of talking, we relapsed into silence and the
morning papers. Well, on we flew, by "tower, and town, and
hamlet," through the dark long Box tunnel; through Bath, the half
deserted scene of former fashion; on to smoky Bristol, where, after
being moved forwards and backwards in all those wonderful
evolutions they put the trains through in Bristol station, we were
at length safely 'put out upon the platform; and, after a little
delay about my luggage, found ourselves in a fly on our way to
Victoria Street, or Buildings, or Place, or something, a locality
close to Cumberland Basin, from which the packet starts, and
inhabited by a race of Harpies in the shape of lodging-house
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keepers, who have the one redeeming virtue of not letting anybody
cheat you besides themselves. Here we soon installed ourselves, and,
after a dinner of chops and ale-in which we behaved as two of
Homer's favourite heroes might have done-took a stroll in the
Downs till sunset, pour passer le temps, which somewhat monoto·
nous amusement my companion diversified by ehaffing a vendor

of brightly-polished stones, which seems a lucrative and common
profession there, and which I mean to take up when reduced in
circulllstances. When it got, not dark-for that it hardly did all
night-but dusk, more for the sake of having something to do
than anything else, we returned and partook of the old-fashioned
refreshment of tea and toast; after which we again went up to seo
Clifton by gaslight, and walked about until it was nearly time for

me to think about getting into the packet. In lieu of the old
stirrup cup, we finished another bottle of beer between us, and
then, with a hearty handshake and good wishes for the coming
Vacation, we parted-I going on board, he, I charitably hope, to
bed. Poor fellow! we had both of us been thinking of other
things, amI lily own thoughts wero eontinually straying thousands
of miles away, so I am afraid he found me but a dull companion.

It was one of those calm summer nights which seem to draw

the soul away from what is earthly to the Divine. The faint dim
stars appeared here and there in the dark deep sky, and the soft
moonlight shed a fairy-like, mysterious lustre on the vessel, the
frowning heights aLove, and on the cold-looking waters of the.
river, the spots where it fell being thrown into bright relief by the
dark shadows of the background. The very puffing of tho engine
anJ spbshing of the paddles, which, heard and seen by daylight
are such common, unsentimental things, in the midnight and the
stillness had a strange weird effect. My own thoughts, too, had

taken the half melancholy, romantic turn which well fits in with
such an hour and season. Half amused and half listlessly, I
watched the various manamvres by which the boat was warped

round into the river, and listened to the shrill voice of the captain
as he g:we his orders, and the gruff responses of the men. It is a
bcautiful river, and nevcr better seen, perhaps, than by moonlight,
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graphical question. I eagerly assured him that my knowledge
of the Bristol Channel was very limited, as it was several years
since I had voyaged on it bst, in the days of the old Star and
Phamix, and then, as now, it had been night. I hoped by this
means to get rid of him, as I thought he would go off and
victimise somebody else who would be better able to give him
the information he seemed to desire j but found, unfortunately,
that I had been rel:koning without my host, as this question
was merely a treacherous attempt to beguile me into conversation,
for on my betraying my ignorance, to my great astonishment,
he at ence answere(l it himself, and, with kindness well-meant,
perhaps, but certainly ill-timed, in compassion for my being a
stranger volunteered to be my guide for the rest of the voyage,
so that now I am pretty well able to comprehend, from my own
experience, the tortures Horace so humorously describes as
inflicted on him by his self-introduced talkative acquaintance.
How longingly I looked as head after head disappeared into the
cabin j how I got to windward of him, and puffed large volumes
of smoke in his face j how I shifted about uneasily, but all in
vain j until at length I settled down in patient resignation!
But just as I began to think that, like myself, he intended to
pass the night on deck, to my great joy he said something
about its getting cold, aIHl with a "Good night I" to which I
heartily responded, at last went below.

Alone on the broad deep sea, all signs of land had disappeared,
and I was alone upon deck, except the silent figure at the wheel,
and the Captain upon the gangway, and one or two sailors moving
almost noiselessly here and there, about some business inex
plicable to a landsman.

I followed their motions with my eyes, but not my heart, and
they left me alone to my own meditations, except when
one, with the untaught rough courtesy of seamen, paused
a moment to ask if I could not sleep. Sleep! who
could wish to sleep on so lovely a night as that 1 The moon
had gone down, but the bright spiritual stars still looked from
heaven in calm splendour, as though the imaginations of the old
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what they like, but our waking dreams and moonlight fancies
are not always either hannful, or unproductive of good fruit.
Well, I had suffered, no matter how or when-all of us have, or
will have to some time or other; but there are moments which,
though they cannot bring back the lost innocence and clinging
trustfulness of childhood, yet seem to have the power of
calming passion, till sorrow loses half its keenness, and the
memory even of bitter days is pleasant.

Meanwhile the vessel was dropping out of the river into the
broader channel, and with thoughts that can be felt better than
described, I was taking my first long look at the open sea, when
the train of my reflections was abruptly broken in upon by a
human voice: ".A. fine night, Sir: is it not 1"

I turned, not in the best humour at the interruption, and
looked at the speaker. He was one of that sort of people
whom one would not speak to or acknowledge commonly, but
who presumes upon the kind of equality which being in the
same Railway Carriage or Steam Boat gives, to intrude them
selves upon your notice, and do the civil to you whether you
like it or not. .

".A. fine night, Sir," said he perseveringly, conceiving he
had not been heard the first time. Now, I felt downright savage
with him, and for one half-moment meditated making such a
reply as the damosel Maledisant in the Morte d'.A.rthur would
have done, but wisely restrained myself, and answered instead,
though I am afraid a little distantly and coldly, "Yes, it is a
very fine night."

Indeed, if ocular proof had been wanting, still there had been
quite sufficient of oral to prove it before any impartial court, for
I had not been quite so dead to everything going on around but
that I had heard the self-same remark repeated at least a dozen
times, and in every possible variety of tone and voice, nor do I
think it uncharitable to suppose that the same thing had been
said at least a score more times which I had not heard. My
tonnentor, however, having gained himself a sort of introduction
by" this' observation, at once followed up his success by a topa-.
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gorgeous array. And then, by one of those quick transitions
which the unfettered imagination loves to take, my thoughts
turned to the days of the Stuarts, kingly amid all their faults, and
to the dark destiny which seemed to hang over them through all
their troublous career; how James succeeded the Sovereign who
had signed the death-warrant of his mother, and how his own son
died, and his sons were restored, but to be cast out again for ever;
and of the haughty courage and aspiring hopes which so long kept
their name before the world. I thought, too, of the brave men
who, in their cause, had struggled against fate, nnd for their sakes
had borne poverty, and exile, and death; and the obloquy which,
in political contests, the strong are wont to heap upon the weak,
in unrepining and unflinching love. First and foremost among
these seemed to be the lordly house of Grahame, in which
there was not one traitor nor one coward. I thought of the great
Marquis of Montrose, of his victories and his sufferings, and how

" He never walked to battle
More proudly than to die."

nnd of his scarcely less distingnished relntive, the gallant and
chivalrous Dundee, whom Scotti~h bigotry and English eredulity,
and, stranger than all, the gross calumnies and deliberate mis
representations of modern history, have converted into a bloody
monster, and very fiend in human shape, but whom his contem
poraries looked upon as the last of Scots and the last Groome.
Mistaken and impolitic they may have been, but surely even
their bitterest enemy must allow that the cause for which they
perished was no dishonourable one, and I felt at that moment
as if I, too, could have died as they died, to be mourned as they
arfl, or should be, by the gentle and the good. Then I thought
of my own brief twenty years of life, with its "much of weal,
but more of woe;" of the gentle mother who had been my guide
in childhood, and how far I had wandered from her example and
instructions now. I thought whether her spirit could look
down and take interest in me still, and if she could, whether
she would pity or be angry with her son. People may Bay
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for then all its defects-the unsightly heaps of mud when the tide
is not quite in, and the tawny colour of the water-are either
unseen or softened down; and as I gazed at the disappearing
lights of the city and the grandly-towering cliffs, and the eternal
stars over all, it almost seemed as if I was no longer in the world
of reality, but in some fairy land, and one almost expected to heal"
the sweet harp of the Necker or to catch a glimpse of the
Mermaid's golden hair above the waters.

The ladies had already retired to their berths, and the men,
wrapped up in great coats and gathered in knots of twos and
threes, had lighted cigars or pipes, and endeavoured to make them
selves comfortable j and I, seated in a solitary corner where I
had hoped to be most free from interruption, was not long in
follow:ing their example. All honour to the shade of Sir Walter
Raleigh, who first introduced tobacco into England, though modern
scepticism is doubting of this now. How many a Poet's dream
and Romancer's tale have owed their existence to him. Forgive

me, ye gentle ones, to whom the" Indian weed" is more hateful
than Coma's magic wand, which turned men to beasts, if I Bay
that a pipe is to a gentleman much what fancy-work is to a lady,
except that a pipe usually renders us contemplative and silent j

while that which you dignify with the name of work, only seems to
make your tongues run faster. Seriously speaking, smoking is
not injurious if neither. carried to excess nor taken up too early in
life, for then there is no doubt it is extremely pernicious. Whether
it was the effect of this, or of the calm mystic moonlight, or what
ever it may have been, my thoughts seemed borne backwards oyer
the long stream of time to the morning of our land's history.
Hoary Tintaggel and mirthful Camelot-I seemed to see them as

Poetry and Romance have described them, with all the busy actors
in their vari'Jus scenes of happiness and sorrow. Ill-fated Tristram
and queenly Isolde, Arthur, and Guenever, and Launcelot, flower
of knights j and sage Merlin, whose wisdom yet could not save
him from woman's treachery; the curious Gawaine, and the
jesting Sir !Cay, the seneschall, knight, squire and page, and dame
and damosel, they seemed to pass before my eyes in endless and
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CHARADES.

My first both short and long is seen,
Yellow or white, or red, or green,
Both soft and hard it may be found,
Both thick and thin, but always round;
Fishes, beasts, insects, plants unite,
To furnish forth this curious sprite.

My second oft in woods you meet,
Though sometimes found in crowded street j

Harmless itself, I own t'were vain
To say it never causes pain.

My whole, though last, by no means least,
Adds splendour bright to courtly feast;
Of silver made, gold, glass, or tin,
My first has its abode within.

My first is a pronoun denoting possession j

My second the schoolboy's and jackass's dread,
My whole is mysterious; this is my confession,
I wonder however it entered my head.

KApp,A.

ANSWER TO "QUERY" IN OUR LAST NUMBER.

MR. EmTon,-.Johnson givcs the French :Jfagazin as the only

derivation, and on consulting Chamballd I find that the first

meaning of the word is, warehouse or storehouse. Could it have

anything to do with Gaza 1 But then, where does the first syllable

come from 1

1 am, &c"
F. P.
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to the land she was quite insensible, so, having waited a minute or
two for the gentleman, whom some fishermen who had seen the
upset brought to land, we carried her to the nearest home, and
Boon afterwards, hearing she was recovering fast, I. took my leave,
having received an invitation to call the next day from Mr.
Thomson, which I then found out was the name of the
unfortunate mariner.

(To be continued.)

KNICK-KNACKS.

EXTRAORDINARY VERDICT.-In India it is customary at stations
up the country to place Military Officers upon Courts of Inquests,
and in days when the Schoolmaster was not so much abroad as he
is now, and examinations were not so much in vogue, it did some
times happen that the members of such courts might contain some
men of not very bright parts. A story is told of one Court of
Inquest having for its president an old officer, and two young
officers as members, who were called on to pass their verdict on a
case of sudden death, and recorded as their verdict, "Died
by the visitation of God under very suspicious circumstances."

A story is told of an old friend of ours, whose donkey and cart
may often be seen in the cricket-field, whither they convey
ginger-beer and other delicacies for thirsty players, that on the
occasion of the skeleton of the whale being brought to Sherborne
Borne years ago for exhibition, our friend, under the impression,
probably, that the whale was an herbivorous animal, went to the
Exhibitor and inquired: "Please, sir, do you want any wegetables
for the whale 1"

KAPPA.
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and if any green-horn had attempted the difficult problem "To a
given pig's ribs to apply two parallel planes," he would have
found the distance between them to have been "infinity." Well,
he waddled along by my side, his fat shaking at every step, and

"Bringing his tail behind him"

in the orthodox knotty style, till we came to a gate opening into a
small farm-yard; unluckily for my companion it was shut, so he
turned his twinkling little eyes up to mine in such an imploring
manner that I was quite softened and advanced to the gate. " I
presume, Sir Hog," said I, "that you wish to cnter j Pray,
walk in." He did so with a grunt of satisfaction, and having
proceeded to a pool of what looked like very thick ink, he lay
down in it, and entirely closing his eyes, which kind Nature, or
rather over-feeding, had already partly accomplished, resigned
himself to the swinish Somnus.

" Not a bad idea, Sir Hog ; I think I shall take the liberty of
following your example; but do not be alarmed, I am not going to
disturb you. In fact I prefer a more roomy bath, and one not
quite so much like the river Thames."

Following out the hint I had just received, I proceeded to a
quiet little bay, where I was in the habit of taking my dip, as I
could here get a good header, which was out of the question at the
regular bathing place. When I got there I saw a small sailing
boat, a short distance out, with a lady and gentleman in her. As
this put a stop for the present to my bathe, I sat down and took
out my cigar case.

"How clumsy the fellow is-he will upset her !"
Hardly had I muttered this to myself, when over went the boat!

Throwing aside my hardly-lighted weed, and kicking off my boots
and coat, in I went.

It was a pretty long swim, and by the time I reached the scene
of the catastrophe, the gentleman, who was supporting the lady,
not being much of a swimmer, was quite done up, so I relieved
him of his burden, and, advising him to support himself by the
boat, struck out to shore with my fair companion. 'Vhen I got
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any poet yet produced. With the exception ,of this peculiarity,
he seeme~ a most sensible, straightforward, jolly kind of fellow.

After we had been sitting rather silently for some minutes, our
host got up and, in a neat speech, proposed "that each of the
company then and there present should in turn favour the rcst
with a story, and knowing the poetic temperament of Mr. Grinder,
he took the liberty of calling OIl him to begin."

This speech was received with great applause, and the room
resounded with cries of "Mr. Grinder for a story I" acco~panied

by energetic knoekings on the tablo.
"Well," said Charley, "if I do tell one, I warn you that half

of it will be purely imaginative, and the other half you may
believe or not, as you like."

"Steady there," says Jack j "we must have some incident or
adventure which has either happened to you personally, or in
which you have been nearly concerned."

"I like that! as if I was going to lay bare the purest feelings
of-"

"Hold hard, none of your poetizing," interrupts Jack, "or by
J ove I'll sconce you."

After a good deal more of a similar kind of argument, Charley
filled his glass-emptied it-refilled it, (to be ready for the first
stage, as he observed,) crossed his legs, and at length began the
following tale:

CIIARLEY GltINDEU'S STORY.

I was last summer at Langton-super-~fare, whero I employed
myself with my poem, which you know I intend to bring out
some day. (" All right," says Jack, "the same day I turn tee
totaller.") I fancied that wandering on the shore or through the
jolly country round gave me ideas, and so I indulged in rambling
to a large extent.

One sultry day I was strolling along a shady lane, when I was
joined by a pig-no such pig as is described by the author of
"Cherbourg a-hoyl"-No, this was a true English pig and no'
mistake! No pilrallel boards had ever been applied to his sides,
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pass, is a more courteous greeting than all this mummery of
politeness. Wc do not talk so much as they do about our hearts,
our love for one another, our sentimental longings, and all that
rubbish j but with us it is deeds, not words. To make others at
ease is the aim of genuine politeness j to bear in mind that we 0,1'0

to confer pleasure rather than to receive it j to forget ourselves
and think about others-this is the secret spring of genuino
courtesy, for politeness is not the prim priggishness that parades
itself before others to Beek admiration, but the considerate
regard for others, which is akin to Christian Charity, and, like
it, "Vaunteth not itself."

G. C. B.

A QUIET EVENING.

lONE evening dropped in for a short chat with my friend Jack
Hearty-a young surgeon who attends" meets" rather than con
sultations, and prefers walking the stubble in September to walk
ing the hospitals. For all this Jack is by no means without skill
in his profession. He once saved the life of the infant son and
heir of Mr. and Mrs. Hall, who was fast succumbing to repletion,
arising from too frequent applications to the pap-boat, thereby
earning for himself the eternal gratitude of tho parents and the
formidable hatred of Dr. Smirking, who no doubt intended to
make a profitable job of it.-I found a snug littlo party in my
friend's sanctum, consisting of himself, an Oxonian nomine Smith,
with whom I was slightly acquainted, and a stranger answering
to the name of Charley Grinder. Do not, good Reader, be de
ceived by his patronymic-though by name Grinder, by nature he
was the other extreme. Rich, and ft\ncying himself a poet, he
made this an excuse for doing nothing but wander wherever his
fancy led him. On this one point, however, he was quite a
monomaniac j he vainly imngined that he was all the time work
ing at some poem which would make his name equal in fame to
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politeness; it is rp,ducing it to the level of that pseudo-courtesy
which consists of smiles, curtsies, bland words, and bbrney; it is
confounding it with that cut-and-dried mannerism and artifieial
priggism recommended by Lord Chesterfield in his Letters to his
Son; it degrades it to the rank of the fussy affectation and
simpering buffoonery of the confirmed dandy. Politeness is
something more manly and dignified than this. Its form may
vary: what etiquette prescribes to-day, it may condemn to-morrow;
but its spirit is ever the same. The Adamaic Islandcr who sbps
his thigh, the Frenchman who doffs his hat, the Chin[tman who
rubs his nose, and the Indian who m[tkes his saham, may be polite
in the same degrec though not with the same outward form ot
.courtesy. When two gOftts met on a bridge which was too
narrow to allow either to pass or rcturn, thc goat which by down
that the other might walk ovcr it was a fincr gentleman than
Lord Chesterfield. A kind hcart and an humble and retiring
spirit is the surest spring of real politeness. The starched,
strapped, and gloved Frenchman who, seeing a young lady
shivering with cold on the deck of a stcamer, simpered out many
offers of his eloak, without,' however, trying to take it off his own
shoulders, was not so polite as the rough Jolm Bull, who passing
by her took off his own wrapper and, throwing it round her,
merely said "There, young lady, take that to keep yourself warm."
It is a fallacy to suppose our Gallic neighbours so far our superiors
in politeness; they are prigs, fops, and dandies, but they possess

no real politeness. Watch tlVO Freneh ladies greeting in a ImbUe
place, and listen to their simpered colloquy. The' words spoken
from the tips of the lips, with the eyes half shut to represent a
smile, are stereotyped inquiries after each other's health, whispered
out in a kind of falsetto, for the natural voice would be thought
rude and unbecoming. Then come further enquiries about the
respective children, and uncles and aunts, and the two ladies part,
desiring their kindest regards to the whole list of relatives and
correlatives, whose state of health promoted a polite interchange
of questions. And this is French politeness I I \Vhy our
"How do 1 fine weather I" which we hurl at one another as we
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Not the heights and depths of science;
Not stern philosophy,

And the scorn that bids defiance
To frail mortality.

No, the hopes that years have blighted,
And Fortune's angry frown:

No, the love the loved one slighted,
These cannot wrestle down.

When the frostwind's cruel finger
Hath touched the flower's young bloom,

It can only pino and linger
Until death's fated doom-

So the human heart deep anguish
Hath cankered in life's spring,

In like manner, too, must languish,
Unti! death rest shall bring.

While the soul is warm and joyaunt
Its omen is of ill,

While the hope of love is buoyant
It must tho senses chill :

Yet the knowledge we must perish,
'Ve cannot always bear,

Is the dearest bliss we cherish
In sorrow, in despair.

POLITENESS AND PRIGGISM.

SOLITAIRE.

A FRENCH Author, quoted in DeliIIe's Grammar, p. 270, writes

on the subject of Politeness; "It is on account of the scarcity of

gold that gilding was invented, which, though without the solidity

of gold, possesses all its brilliancy. Thus, to supply the place of

kindness, which we lack, we llave invented politeness, which has all

its outward appearances." This is taking a very low view of
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taking the precaution to shut my eyes to the realities of my posi.
tion, and yet they insensibly affect my fancy j the bottle forms a.
very prominent tower, at the feet of which is stretched a garden
interspersed with flower-pots and lazy dogs j the water running
from the tap below gives the idea of founti1ins j the twitter of the
nidifying house-sparrows furnishes the materials for a grand
concentu8 avium / the pink note smiles, yes smiles, and shaping
itself into a beautiful face and fairy form, emerges from the envious
throng of bills, advances towards me, and says: "Now, Sir, if you
please, the night guard is waiting."

In haste, yours truly,
DOLCE FAR NIENTE.

L I N E S,

Even I for once produced some verses,
And signed my odes, Despairing Thirsis.

-Mazeppa,

For the eye that weepeth sadly
O'er hope made desolate,

For the spirit struggling madly
Against the mesh of Fate;

For those rainy drops of sorrow,
That Dlalady within,

Where shall weary Dlortal borrow
The longed-for anodyne 1

Not the clarion's call death-sounding,
The shepherd's reed-born strain,

Nor the vessel swiftly bounding
Along the ocean plain;

Nor the spirit's soaring fancies,
The poet's song divine,

Nor the kindly words and glances
That even kindlier shine.

Q
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NOTHING.

WELL, Mr. Editor, I am l1 nicc style of man, am I not 1 Here
htts the SHIRDURNIAN been in existence for at least four months,
and I have not as yet contributed a single line to its pages.
The f:lct is, I am rathcr a shy individual, and consequently
should be not a little alarmea to see myself in print-(I hope you
will reject this ana spare my feclings,)-but the solicitations of my

friends have :It length prevailed, and I have overcome my modesty.
I have nothing to write about j I sincerely wish I had nothing

to do. I find it very hard to be ruaely snatched from the elose
embrace of old Somnus, at Ga.m. of a wet day, hy a frightfully
discordant din of brass and shccpskin instruments, and the punetual
entrance of Pat, saying "It's jist afther sthriking the hour, Sir."
But just now I have come in from parade, and, after imbibing a
modicum of that divine nectar, yelept Bass, and tranquillizing the

nerves with a little of the nieotine weed, I feel pretty tol-lo!. By
the way, I think that, if conferring a benefit on suffering humanity

is a reason why a man should be honoured with a title, Bass ought
to stand well for a Peerage.

'Nell, as I just now informed you, I feel pretty comfortable.
Let me describe myself amI my "belongings": As I lie at full
length on an old-fashioned soft, in a most delightful state of demi

toilet, I am just able to cast 11 wistful eye on the now, alas, empty
bottle, standing, bolt upright, in black defiance of the heat j a

" long elay" is stretched affectionately by its side. In front of
them stands an ornamental inkstand j a dog reposing by the side
of two flower-pots j the disconsolate animal looks fixedly at the

black fluid they contain, and is likely to look till the inkstand is
broken. On the chimney-piece are sundry unanswered billets doux,

ticketed "Tailor's Bill," "Tailor wants Money," "Bootmaker in

Distress," &e. j but from onc corner there peeps a little pink
scented note, with the stamp laid on so exactly in the corner (she
has kissed that stamp), and the direction so fine and neat (her
hands have traced those lines): a pleasing fragrance is diffused
throughout the room. I begin to build castles in the air, first
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morrow morning, for being late for chapel. "A pater and an
ave" is no joke for a Frenchman, who has such a constitutional
aversion to say his prayers that he must have the artificial help
of a rosary, by which the mental labour of praying is changed
into the mechanical exercise of tclling his beads. No wonder,
then, if the unlucky peasants whom this edict concerned
trembled in their shoes.

En passant we may observe that the word "religieux" is
seldom applied to the laity in France. "Un religieux" means a
monk; "une religieuse," a nun; but, as an adjective, the word is
only applied to books. Brittany, however, claims to be an
eminently Catholic Province; an oasis in the Pope's domains;
and it points to its pilgrimages and professors as proofs of its
pious fervour. Could anything but a really pious country see
an assemblage of devout pilgrims gathering round the shrine of
St. Mathurin and sucking at the marble big toe of the Saint's
statue as if it were a lolly-pop 1 Is it not a sign of real Fiety
when a pilgrim measures his length along the dusty road, for the
last league of his journey, like a self-acting six-foot measure ~

We will not argue the point; but we know that if there is some
little amount of so-called religion at the bottom of the whole
affair, there is a deal of merry-making also. The young swains
who come to propitiate the saint on behalf of a papa at home,
whose liver is out of order j and the young maidens who come,
either on their own account, or on some vicarious errand, may

be very earnest in the Saint's Chapel, but they make up for it
at night when the dancing and kissing begins.

These pious orgies, however, bring grist to the priest's mill.
The churches also gain tawdry decorations. Every cure effected,
either by sucking at the aforesaid toe, or applying the part ot
the body affected with the disease to the homologous portion
of the statue, bring some votive offering to the shrine, and
thus the farce is perpetuated from generation to generation.

B. G.
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Approach not till the winter of old age,
When these exuberant locks are thin and grey:
While life as yet is in its summer day,

The sparkling wine cup and the joyous song,
And that sweet war which men with women wage,
Should our affections, our free souls, engage.

The glance of loving eyes, the witching smile,
The blush, the trembling, and the bosom's swell,

The half·concealed, half-apparent wile,
The various graces we can feel, not tell ;

The charm of manner, the soft siren tone,
Oh! these could make a paradise of hell :
Who would without them wish in heaven to dwell 7

Ah I let us, therefore, while we may, beguile
Our life with pleasures, for when youth is gone
Joy dwells in memories of the past alone.

Let us live, therefore, while live yet we can,
Soothed by soft music from distracting thought,

And those sweet gifts which woman offers man,
And the rare magic of the viny draught.

Yes, if these even from our years should take,
What matter, the brief hours that must be bought
With pain and sadness-they deserve it not.

Should we not count it rather loss than gain,
If for at best a few short autumns' sake,
From everything we fly that life could joyous make 7

EpSILON.

THE BRETONS.

"A pater and an av~' (for every one who came in late,) was shouted
out by the burly priest from the altar, as I entered a village
church in Brittany. Two procrastinating peasants who had
come in with me hung down their heads in silent contrition,
just as I might do if told to write two books of Homer by to-
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a foolish plan after all, if we can believe what chemists say about
the nourishing properties of the tea lea£ The mistake was in
throwing away the tea water. There is a similar story, if my
memory is right, in that amusing article, "A Sherbornian
Abroad," in Part 3 of THE SnInIJURNIAN. It is a curious fact
that a beverage, which was all but unknown two centuries ago,
should have become so very universal in Great Britain, that it
constitutes nearly two-thirds of the liquids we imbibe, and that it
gives its name to abstemious societies who profess (7) to confine
themselves to it (using their motto) as "the liquor that cheers but
not inebriates"-(vide Temperance placards). Its advantages are
great. No other beverage could stimulate, at so trifling a cost,
the gossiping faculties of old maids and spinsters not yet come
Oltt; it promotes fricndly sympathies and ripens many an ajfaire

du CCllur.

The heavy dinner-parties of a grosser age have made way for
the lighter tea-fights and muffin-scrambles of modern times. Tea
has banished the hard eating ltnd still harder drinking which
characterised the rude hospitality of former times, and substituted
a species of mild conviviality which brings man more in contact
with the gentle sex, and humanises society more than the drunken
gaieties of our forefathers. \Ve may have lost much of their
proverbial generous open-heartcdness, but we have gained much
in refinement. Though we cannot assert that this change has
been cffectcd solely by the introduction of Tea into our country,
yet we may fairly assume that the kettle and the teapot have
exercised a great influence in that direction.

T.

EROTYLON.

Hence, gloomy Care, while that we yet are young j

To thee we wish not to have aught to say ;
While yet our hearts are warm, our nerves are strtmg

With health and vigour, keep thee still away.
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And the mist floats o'er the seas,
Wafted by the evening breeze,

All alone:

Singing by the murmuring waves
On the shore;

While from the darksome ocean-caves
Clouds of shadows dimly soar,

Till starlit the sky above thee;
Singing, singing" How I love thee !"

Evermore.

TALE OF A OHINAMAN.

NomlA.

I AM no teetotaller, neither do I mean to be, yet I am endebted
to Souehong and Bohea for many of my youthful enjoyments.
Not that Tea in itself has ever filled me with Epieurean delight,
but that soeial gatherings round the festive tea-table or the ambu
lating tea-tray have been hitherto to me great sourees of senti·
mental pleasures. It may be true that Tea, viewed as a meal, is
a sham, but viewed as a promoter of friendly feeling it is a
thousand times better than roast beef and treble X. What a
gross, vulgar thing society must have been before Tea was known
to be the real thing which Ernollit mores neo sinit esse feros.

In the Life of Whitfield (I have been told,) it is stated that, in
his fasting humours at Oxford, "he ate nothing but sage tea without

sugar, and coarse broad." The great folks of England could alone
afford at that time to drink the genuine article imported from
Ohina, and it only came thence in very small quantities (there
were no "Dakins" or "Philips & 00." in those days). In 1664
the English East India Oompany' considered it Lt raro gift to present
the Queen of England with two pounds of tea. It must have been
about this period of the world's llistory that the cook of a rich
house in the 'Vest-end boiled a pound of tea, and, throwing away
the water, served up the leaves as vegetables. This was not such
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even be tempted to trespass further on their kindness in the next

SHIRBURNIAN.

NAUTILUS.

BY THE SEA.

" Di pensier in pensier illi quidd amor."
-Petrarca.

Now, my Mary, thou art singing
By the sea,

And the evening airs are bringing
Visions of delight to thee ;

And as thou singest all alone,
So thy musio with its tone

Tells of me.

The wandering waves break at thy feet
On the shore,

Where the earth and OOean meet
With an eternal dream-like roar,

And a whisper, soft and mild,
And a murmur, low and wild,

Evermore.

The slumb'ring wind plays in thy hair,
Welcome guest ;

Through thy mind glance fancies fair,
And shadow-like of balmy rest:

And 'mid them all one spirit glides,
The:Spirit of Love's eternal tides

In thy hreast.

Still thou singest as the twilight
Cometh down,

And the ruddy, rosy daylight
Dyeth over field and town,
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indeed a beautiful place. When a puny sickly infant I was
taken there, and the air and sea-bathing restored me to health
and life. Well, perhaps it would have been a better and happier
thing to have died then j still, somehow, we do not feel inclined
to quarrel with that whieh lilts saved our life. People now began
to get fidgety, and strange dissipated eaps were exchanged for sober,
prosaic hats j gentlemen were hnnting for umbrellas and walking
sticks; and ladies for shawls, and those mysterious bags which,
from the variety and number of articles produced from them,
seem to possess some of the qualities of the enchanted saddle-bags
of the Thousand and one Nights. Owing to the tide's not being
mere th::m half in, the vessel was not able to get close up to the
pier; but they did not keep us long waiting, for a large boat had
immediately put off to receive the passengers and luggage, in
which I took my place along with the rest, and was followed by
my heavy book-box which was flung down after mc-not on me,
or I should not be writing this now-with such emphasis, that
when the cord wa.s removed, I was not at all surprised to
find it placed hors de com~at. A minute's row, during which
I had just time to wonder how the men, strong and muscular
as they seemed to be, eould make such a heavy boat, especially
with such an awful load in it, move at all through the water,
and we were at the landing-place and scrambling up the steps,
arrived at the top of which we had to force our way as best
we could through the crowd of bawling porters and clamorous

flYJnen.
Our voyage is now over, and we must courteously thank those

kind readers who have honestly read through this effusion of ours
to the end j and hope they will not think we mean merely to
flatter, when we assure them that if it has been our good fortune
to impart to them but onc quarter of the pleasure which this night
voyage and the thoughts it gave birth to have to us, notwithstanding
the tinge of melancholy pervading them, its memory will then in
coming years have pleasanter associations still than it has now j

and we shall feel that all the trouble we have been at in writing
and correcting has been well and satisfactorily laid out,and may
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Magi were no f>1ble, but the st[Lrs were re>1lly the despots of

Imm>1n fortune, whose mystie scroll the wise might read.

The night-wind W>1S blowing very fresh >1ud cold, and noW

the sky bcg>1n to cloud over, >1nd >1 few drops of min even fell, so, for

the s>1ke of the w>1rmth, I walked forward close to the boiler.

The vessel on the whole, [l.~ far as one so little versed in seaman

ship could tell, seemed to be going well and steadily. Once,

indeed, we found we were running stmight for one of the buoys,

and h>1d to proceed eautiously and slowly for a while. Worms'

Head, the terror of weak stom>1ehs and those unused to the sea,

rose d>1rkly before us, seemed to approach us, and then again

reeeded from our view: fishing-smacks and brger vessels, eaeh
with a light at its mast-head, shone like stm's upon the water

here and there j one ship in particubr, (be it borne in mind that

I do not profess to understand the tcclmie:J1 differcnces between a

brig and a ship,) seemed to cross our path right athwart our bows,

looming grandly in the morning haze, like the Ph>1ntolIl Ship

so graphically deseribed by J\hrryatt. It almost looked as if

there was some danger of a eollision j but doubtless the com

manders of both knew wlw.t tllOy were about. I had rather

looked forward in anticipation to a beautiful sunrise, but was

disappointed in my expectation, for the horizon was clouded,

and, exeept that there was a gradual inere>1se of light, there was

no sign that day had already begun. One by one the passengers

reappeared upon deek j among the first I notieed myoId per

seeutor j and I amused myself rather in a cynical spirit, I fear,
with observing the salutations interchanged between the members

of the different parties as they emerged, until moved from Stoicism

to a feeling akin to envy by a sight of the morning greetings

between a young lover and his fiancee. I felt I was now no

longer alone upon the sea. Instead of the boundless waters and

the star-spangled sky above, was the broad day, and the long

line of the picturcsque Welch eoast extending behind and before.

There they were at last, Caldee Island, and the roofs of Tenby

glittering in the morning sun, which now began to put forth its

light and warmth. I have an affection for Tenby, and it is

l'


